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Abstract 

Breast cancer is one of The most current cancer in Females and 7- 11% of  Females have This 

cancer during Their ife and yearly 1/000/000 Female Faced with this in all over the world 

Today because of using Ray scan of  the breast we can increase level if diagnosis of Breast 

cancer and Most of Them diagnosed in Low LeveL. But There is no significant decrease in 

death resulted in Breast cancer in This study we used blood level of CEA, CA15-3 , CA27-29 

markers in different LeneL of Breast cancer to determine significant relation level of Breast   

cancer and Marlers. Meterial and methods in this study Thisat isnot constant   180 patient 

were studied results; in recent article %57/8 patient due mass and %52/8 due to 

Microcalsificasion in Mamography were under study . %25 of patient have positive Family 

history . patient in This study were under study were in all of the stage of cancer berast . 

pathology of 70% of patient was karsenum ductal and The remining were other kind 10/5% 

of patient have Metaztaz tomour Their was significant relation beween serum Leveles of 

CEA, CA15-3 and different Level of breast cancer( p= 0/001 , p= 0/0001 respectivly also 

there was significant relation between serumic level of CA27-29 and diffrernt levels of 

brwast cancer discussion ; with determining of hormal Limit for Follow of patient That have 

berast carcinoma. High specificity of CEA, CA15-3 have been confirm in different studies 

and recent study significant and possitive  relation serumic level if CEA, CA15-3 with 

different stage of breast cancer have been confirm in this study there aren’t Meaningful 

relation between serumic level of CA21- 29 and different level of breast cancer . results of 

this study show that to analysis and determine of berast cancer we can use CEA and CA15-3. 

Due to sensitivity of 70% CA15-3, 5%CEA we can use other method.  
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Measuring of CEA, CA15-3 and CA27-29 markers blood level differentiated stage of breast cancer 

patients referred to Ardabil Fatemi hospital in 1391-1392 


